The behavior of macro-elements can be described by a set of orthogonal boundary states, each consisting of displacements and forces associated by a one-dimensional constitutive relationship. Combinations thereof are described by surface models in the force space with flow rules. Local models describing the mechanics inside the element are not restricted in detail and are needed only once to develop the constitutive relationships, surfaces models and flow rules: The problem is scaled in a mechanically consistent manner without loosing information or accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
In modern composite frame analysis and design, beam-column connection regions play a major role. They influence the distribution of internal forces by virtue of their stiffness and often define design limits by virtue of their components' ultimate load bearing capacity. Therefore, component models (see Figure 1 ) have been developed to be incorporated in the analysis and as a background to international codes like Eurocode 4 [EC4; Huber and Tschemmernegg 1997] . Unfortunately, they are rather unwieldy in applications with a multitude of parameters to be specified and changed during the design process.
Additionally, these models may not capture important local failure states with good accuracy (like weld ruptures or plastic plate buckling) or neglect complete deformation and stress states like the vertical action due to the forces and moments in the columns. To incorporate such effects, sophisticated local FE-models must be used which cannot be incorporated in a regular practical frame analysis in any reasonable fashion. To solve this dilemma and at the same time allow easy application in a practical environment, the macro-element approach is introduced in this paper for the modeling of beam-column connection regions.
MACRO ELEMENTS TO MODEL BEAM-COLUMN CONNECTIONS
Macro-elements, as understood in this paper, were first introduced by Dorka [Dorka 1991] and are discrete domains with their mechanical behavior described by independent orthogonal force and displacement states on their boundaries. All possible boundary forces and displacements can be represented by linear combinations of these orthogonal states. Fig.2 gives examples for a plane triangle, tetrahedron and plane quadrilateral where these states are only defined by nodal states and no assumption is required for the distribution over the boundaries.
An orthogonal state consists of a unique and independent boundary displacement and force pattern each determined by one variable termed macro stress and macro strain. From these, the basic equations governing a discrete system can be written: [Huber and Tschemmernegg, 1997] Eq. (3) and (4) can be derived from the stationarity of the potential of a discrete system by utilizing Eq. (1) and (2). The matrix k B contains the transformations from nodal displacements to macro strains and is a geometric property of the element. k D contains an element constitutive law which depends on the size and internal mechanics of the element and must be described for each instant. Because of orthogonality, a macro stress does work only on its associated macro strain. Thus, each macro stress is associated to its macro strain by a one-dimensional constitutive relationship which may be non-linear (compare Figure 3) .
Combinations of these orthogonal states lead to combined constitutive relationships which are best described by surface models in the macro stress space (interaction surfaces in force space) together with appropriate flow rules, similar to the approach found in multi-dimensional material laws. The dimension of these models depends on the number of orthogonal states required to represent the boundary states with the desired resolution.
The domain of such a macro-element must be filled with a local model or its constitutive relationships may be determined through tests applying the orthogonal In modeling, there is no restriction regarding its level of detailing and no internal continuity is required. Dorka for example used a detailed FE-model and the exact solution for the stress distribution around a circular hole to present the solution for a plane triangular macro-element with a circular hole at its centre [Dorka 1991 ].
The local models are needed to determine the constitutive relationships, surface laws and flow rules. They are not used when the macro-element is implemented in an analysis. They may be used again after an analysis by applying selected states to analyze internal stresses or failures. Thus, the problem is scaled with considerable reduction of implementation and numerical effort on the higher scale, but without loss of accuracy and the capacity of retrieving local behavior at any point of the analysis.
In Figure 2 , a linear displacement distribution is indicated for the quadrilateral leading to definitions like "normal", "bending" and "shear" for the orthogonal states in analogy to boundary states of beams. These "beam-like" boundaries are very useful when it comes to defining macro elements for beam-column intersections, since these can be directly coupled to regular beam elements. An illustration of a beam-type macro element with its constitutive relations is given in Figure 3 .
Here, the anti-metric moment and associated shear forces form the shear state and the symmetric moment the bending state. A model with yield and failure surface (twosurface model) may be useful in combination with a kinematic hardening law when it comes to non-linear cyclic loading.
The stiffness matrix for a "beam-type" macro element is given by [Dorka 1988 ]: This macro element can be easily extended to a plane type by adding two more states: a normal and a bending state for the vertical direction. Thus, five independent states and their interactions describe the full state of a region that may represent a plane beam-column connection in a composite frame (Figure 4 ).
AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
To demonstrate this powerful technique, the beam-column connection model of Figure 1 is used to develop the properties of an equivalent macro model. Figure 5 shows the orthogonal states applied. Since this model does not yield any results for the vertical direction, only the horizontal states are analyzed here. Each spring has been fitted with an elasto-plastic law to include nonlinear component behavior in this illustration. Figure 6 shows the resulting one-dimensional constitutive relationships for the macro bending and shear state. From these, macro bending and shear stiffness can be identified and used in the stiffness matrix (Eq. 5). Also, yield and failure levels can be identified. Analyzing combinations of macro strains in this fashion yields a twosurface representation in the force space ( Figure 6 ).
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Using this macro element in a regular frame analysis will provide a good representation of the stiffness of this particular beam-column intersection and allow easy checking against yield and failure. Local yield or failure may be checked by retrieving the relevant boundary state from the frame analysis and applying it to the local model.
It should be noted here that such local models can be made "generic" to represent a certain class of beam-column intersections. In such cases, a "practical" set of parameters (like standardized materials, bolts and geometries from a CAD file etc.) can be established as input to a program that automatically calculates the constitutive relations and surfaces and sends the input to a frame analysis program that contains a "beam-type" macro element.
Of course, an extension should be made to include the vertical direction (this is straight forward for the component model as indicated in Figure 4 ) but since this approach poses no limit on the local model, more sophisticated FE-models should be developed to improve the quality of the input to the frame analysis and the subsequent limit state checks.
In case of cyclic loading, the analysis of the local model is more involved since a flow rule must be formulated that describes the changing of the surfaces. In general, an isotropic (change of surface size) as well as kinematic (movement of surface) rule must be established allowing not only for the representation of cyclic hardening (kinematic rule) but also of degradation (shrinkage of surfaces).
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Using the macro element approach, the problem of including local behavior in beamcolumn intersections in a global analysis is scaled in a mechanically consistent manner without loss of accuracy. The approach is illustrated using a component model which was developed as a basis for Eurocode 4.
Since this model has severe limitations, more appropriate detailed FE models should be developed which can be made "generic" allowing for the use of "practical" parameter sets to describe a beam-column intersection. More sophisticated models will not increase the effort during frame analysis and design but lead to more realistic results and are open to new knowledge when it becomes available without changing the basic concept or practical application in a program.
With a set of macro-constitutive laws developed by such local models and appropriately parameterized, this will greatly simplify the modeling of composite beam-column connections in daily design practice and at the same time increase its accuracy.
The extension to cyclic behavior is straight forwards but requires a more involved analysis of the local model and the introduction of flow rules into the surface models.
